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Message From Your Editors

W elcome to your issue commemorating

the 75th anniversary of victory in

World War II. We are fortunate to have on our

covers Carol Hammer’s powerful photographs of

the D-Day Memorial depicting the courageous

landing at Normandy. The proximity of this

national memorial in Bedford made it possible

for a number of us to attend the 75th anniversary

celebration held at the Memorial.

Some of us at Westminster Canterbury grew

up, or were young adults, during the war. Our

gratitude for this issue is made possible by those of

you who have shared your personal experiences.

Lya Hale had a taste of the harsh reality of

war itself as a young child in the Netherlands.

John Pelissier, a native of France and living

there during the war, shares the tragic intimacy

with which his life was touched during the

liberation of France. Thanks to Margaret

Simpson, we have her picture of seeing the war

affecting a large part of the world through her

life experiences.

America’s involvement caused many to give

service in a variety of ways and manifested

changes in lifestyles for others in the States as

well. First Lt. Betty R. Mitchell of the Army

Nurse Corps by Nancy Young reveals Betty

Garbee’s service to our country, and Greg

Haugan gives us his account as a runner in

Chicago. Everyone on the home front

experienced the challenge of rationing, food

shortages, travel restrictions and blackouts. We

gain insights as Dick Heiner, Frances Sutherland,

C. L. Carwile and Betty Lewis reveal how their

lives were affected growing up.

We feel you should know about two events

not covered in the following pages. Maithe

Ardrey, a young woman living in Paris, met, fell

in love, and married an American soldier. At

about the same time, in Schenectady, NY, Bill

Young, a mere 5-year-old kid, discovered a

special toy – playing on newly manufactured

Army tanks parked outside his home.

We are pleased to call your attention to the

Strickler Library list. Thanks to a special display

of World War II books, we have an opportunity

to deepen our insight into this period. Connie

Sowa’s anticipated book review will appear in

November, in view of the focus and depth of

this commemorative anniversary issue.

As the pieces within look back and reflect on

75 years ago, our November issue will look

forward. Among your accounts and submissions,

we invite thoughts and reflections you have

gained as your life has been affected by the

coronavirus. Speculating and anticipating its

termination, share your experience and activities

as you handle its challenges.
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It’s All Relative
by Lya Hale

W hen talking the other day with my

son on the telephone, he told me

about a friend who recently asked him how his

(elderly) mother was doing during the Covid-19

pandemic. My son’s answer: “As a child, my

mother lived for five years under German

occupation in the Netherlands. This is a mere

bump in the road.” 

At times I am almost thankful that I lived

through what was probably one of the most

difficult periods anyone could encounter. For me,

most other events take on a totally different level

of importance. World War II started when I was

almost 2 years old and ended for my country in

1945, when I was not quite 7. Whenever I see the

ravages of war, these never-ending wars, my heart

breaks, especially when I observe children with

their large, haunting eyes. I understand them,

because I am them. I know exactly how it feels to

be afraid, to be hungry, to be cold.

“Mama, mogen we buiten spelen?” “Mama,

may we go play outside?”

We always knew to ask. Mama walks to the

window and without moving the curtain looks

outside. “Vandaag niet, lieverd, de soldaten zijn

er weer; not today sweetheart, the soldiers are

in our street again.”

“Rot Moffen,” I say, and I see mama is

trying very hard to keep a straight face, “rot

moffen” being the equivalent of “Rotten

Krauts.” My brother and I know the words, but

they have no real meaning for us. We just know

that adults act funny when we say them.

It is truly amazing how much I still

remember and will never forget. I remember

being under the table, once again, with my

brother. The V-1s, and later the V-2s, are quite

audible, becoming louder and louder. These

rockets and guided missiles have a very unique

sound, and we are aware that they are probably

on their way from Germany to England. Still,

one might come down on our house, so we dive

deeper under the table, convinced that if one

drops on our house, the table will save us. The

sound dissipates, becoming fainter and fainter.

We stay under the table a little longer, until we

hear the “all clear” siren. Mama looks through

the curtain again and mumbles, “Rot Moffen.”

I remember my brother and I walking to the

“soup kitchen” with our small pots and being

so grateful to receive anything that might help

still our hunger, if only for a short while. The

soup was basically warm water with something

unrecognizable floating in it and was

supplemented with animal feed and tulip bulbs.

During the winter of 1944-45, things went

from bad to worse. The Germans no longer

allowed food or fuel to come into the

Netherlands, making it more likely for my

country to capitulate and give in to the enemy.
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That winter was the coldest in recorded history;

tens of thousands of people died from hunger

and cold. We did not give in.

I remember my father taken prisoner for

reasons unknown. What is known is that he

returned broken, with a severe case of PTSD, or

as it was then referred to – “shell shock.” Much

later, I learned that the particular prison that

held my father, although located in the

Netherlands, had a reputation of the German

soldiers using extreme cruelty toward the

prisoners. My dad never got over his almost

unreasonable fear of dogs, especially German

Shepherds, something we never talked about;

just another taboo subject among many.

I remember the soldiers with their long-

barreled guns, standing on the corners of our

street randomly shooting their guns. If their

intention was to scare the women and children

(all the men on our street had been taken

prisoner), they definitely succeeded.

I also have a vivid memory of exchange

shops popping up like mushrooms. These stores

would exchange almost anything and

everything, with articles of food as the most

valuable. My friend and I loved to go to the

exchange shop just around the corner, not

because we ever had anything to exchange, we

just loved to look at any new item that had

arrived since our last visit.

I remember when once in front of a shop’s

window display, suddenly, I saw her, the most

beautiful doll I had ever seen. I am glued to the

window, my nose flattened against the glass. I

know I am leaving a mark, but I cannot pull

myself away. I promise the doll that I will return

the next day. I do this without moving my lips.

Back home, when Mama tells me it is time to go

to bed, she is surprised that I go without an

argument. The sooner I go to bed, the sooner it

will be tomorrow.

I awaken, filled with anticipation. I eat

whatever passes that day for breakfast, check

with mama for “rot moffen.” I wanted to make

this trip to the shop by myself; I did not want

distractions. Our street is clear. I put on my

warmest layer of clothing, which is not exactly

warm, and run to the store…GONE, MY

DOLL IS GONE! Tears start running down my

checks; I can’t seem to stop. I stay a little longer,

walk slowly back home trying to clean my face

with my sleeves. 

As I walk into the house, I hear mama

singing softly in the kitchen, a rare occurrence. I

enter the kitchen, still wiping my face. I don’t

want to have my mom see me cry. Mama smiles

and says to be, “Guess what? I just found some

flour in the back of the cabinet.” I feel my eyes

growing larger and my heart is beating in my

throat…we’re going to have a feast tonight.
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A Different Childhood
by Margaret Simpson

For many years, if I saw a photograph

of Hitler’s troops goose-stepping

through the streets of Vienna, Austria, in March

of 1938, I would look closely at the throngs of

watchers on the sidewalks, wondering if I might

spot a 3-year-old tot accompanied by two

women. I never found them, of course, because

I’m sure my mother, my godmother and I must

have been in our hotel room, preparing to leave

Austria as quickly as possible.

Vienna had been our latest stop on a tour of

Europe that had begun in London, passed

through the Baltic States, swung down into the

Carpathians, and then headed west to Paris.

The Anschluss interrupted our travels.

Fortunately, since Britain was not yet at war

with Germany, as British citizens we were

allowed to leave. We traveled to America on the

Île de France and from there, mother and I

returned to my hometown, Hong Kong.

Dad, born in Plymouth, England, was an

indifferent student and quit school in his mid-

teens to join the army as a bugler/drummer boy.

During World War I, stationed in Egypt, his

stint in the Army whetted his appetite for seeing

the world, so after the war he joined the

Foreign Service. In due time, he was posted to

the Crown Colony of Hong Kong, where he

served as Land Bailiff for the New Territories. 

Mother was born in a small Siberian village

near Khabarovsk. During the Russian Civil War

(1918-1921), control of the region changed

hands several times leaving chaos and hunger

behind. In the mid-1920s, because of the

troubled times, her family decided to send her to

live with an aunt in the United States. On the

way, while in Shanghai, Mother decided America

was too far from home, so she stayed in China.

She found work with a Shanghai family who

owned a couturière, where she learned to design

and sew fashionable dresses for the well-to-do. In

the late ’20s, the business sent Mother to Hong

Kong to scout the possibility of opening a branch

there. While carrying out this task, she acquired

a couple of British beaux, and she married my

father in 1931.

I was born in 1935, an only child, and have

just a handful of hazy memories from my early

years, including my adventures in Europe and its

abrupt end in Vienna. After some five or six

years of intermittent “incidents” between

Japanese and Chinese troops in northern China,

Japanese troops moved into south China proper

in 1937, capturing Shanghai, Nanjing and other

isolated coastal areas. With continued Japanese

aggression in China and the escalating tension

between Japan and western governments,

London decided to evacuate British women and
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children from Hong Kong to Australia. In July of

1940, Mother and I, now 5 years old, boarded

ship once again. Father, a sergeant in the Hong

Kong Volunteer Defense Corps, remained in the

colony, along with other British men.

Snap Shot Memory #1 

As we readied for departure from Hong Kong, I

am standing beside my mother and pressed up

against the railing on the ship’s dock side, looking

down at the crowd on the pier, searching for my

father’s face, which I don’t remember finding.

The atmosphere was superficially festive,

everyone was cheering and throwing streamers to

the crowd on the pier, but I could feel an

underlying tension, something not quite right,

otherwise, why wasn’t Daddy coming with us?

Our trip to Australia was interrupted by a

stop in Manila, where Mother and I stayed with

American friends at the United States naval base

in Cavite. After a month or so in the Philippines,

the second phase of the evacuation brought us to

Sydney, where I began attending school.

Political and military situations hadn’t

improved by 1941, and my parents decided it

would be best if Mother and I went to San

Francisco, where we could live with my

godmother. Again, near the end of June we

boarded a ship and sailed from Sydney. Along

the way we visited Aukland, Fiji and Pago Pago.

Five-year-old Margaret Simpson with her mother
in downtown Sydney, captured by a sidewalk
photographer and on the cover of a 2017 book by
Tony Banham.

continued on page 8
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A Different Childhood
continued from page 7

Snap Shot Memory #2

I was heartbroken at the loss of my beloved

Mickey Mouse wrist watch while ashore in

Pago Pago.

On our journey to San Francisco we stopped

in Honolulu to visit Tasa and Bob Peterson.

Mother and Tasa, another Russian émigré, had

become close friends when living in northern

China. In 1941, Tasa’s American husband, Bob,

was a Chief Petty Officer stationed at Pearl

Harbor, and they lived close by.

“Uncle” Bob was one of my favorite people.

When he arrived home in the afternoons, he

enjoyed a beer, and often I was allowed to join

him with my special little jigger-sized glass. I

first learned of Popeye the Sailor Man and the

virtues of spinach from Uncle Bob.

On the evening of December 6, 1941,

Mother was invited to a dinner party with a

group of junior-grade naval officers and spouses

with whom she had become acquainted. At this

event, talk inevitably turned to the possibility of

war with Japan, and Mother reminded the

others of Japan’s surprise attack on the Russian

navy at Port Arthur in 1904. The officers

laughed and declared that something like that

could never happen to the powerful and

prepared United States. This got my mother’s

patriotic dander up and she told them, “One

day, when you wake up with the Japanese at

your door, remember the silly Russian woman

who told you so!”

The next day, December 7, a Sunday, Bob

had gone to work at the base. Mother and Tasa

were in the kitchen drinking coffee while I was

playing in the garden. Puzzled by loud, distant

noises, I went into the kitchen to tell Mother

and Tasa that I had heard thunder, although the

sky was perfectly clear. They followed me

outdoors to the west end of the garden facing

toward Pearl Harbor, which seemed to be the

source of the booming noises. We could not see

the harbor itself, but we saw planes in the sky

over the area, and the two women decided it

was a military exercise, a common activity in

those days.

The three of us clambered up on a low

stonewall that ringed the property, trying to

improve our view of the action. (Incidentally, a

few years ago I was dumbfounded to discover

on Google Earth that this wall is still there!)

Soon huge clouds of black smoke and planes

filled the sky. Suddenly, one flew right over our

heads, so low we could clearly see the Asian

pilot. Mother, still convinced this was a war

game, said, “Look how clever—they’ve even

painted the planes to look Japanese and got

Japs to fly them!” At the same time, a neighbor

ran out yelling to us that this was war and she
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didn’t know where her children were; she was

disheveled and crying. I still shudder to think

how easily that pilot could have strafed us.

We quickly turned to get down from the

wall and go inside. I happened to glance across

the street at the house opposite ours and saw a

Japanese man on the roof of their garage

looking up at the sky; he was crossing and re-

crossing his arms above his head, as if trying to

signal the planes. 

Once inside, we turned on the radio and

heard the announcement that a Japanese attack

was in progress. I don’t remember the exact

wording but do remember the urgency in the

announcer’s voice. After three attack waves,

there was no further military action.

Snap Shot Memory #3

The day passed in a blur. We boiled water to

use for drinking and cooking because of a (false,

it turned out) report that the Japanese had

poisoned the reservoirs. Mother and Tasa did

something to black out the windows in the

living room, dragged in mattresses for sleeping

on the floor and closed off all the other rooms.

That night was full of “alarms and excursions”

and fear; none of us got much sleep.

Bob survived the attack but didn’t come

home for three days.

Snap Shot Memory #4 

I am in downtown Honolulu with Mother who

was trying to arrange the long overdue

continuation of our trip to the mainland when air

raid sirens sounded and everyone ran, terrified, to

shelter. To this day, the sound of a siren still brings

back a fleeting instant of that fear.

The adults were determined to celebrate the

upcoming Christmas holiday for my sake so on

the day before, Bob took me with him to a nearby

ravine to cut down a “Christmas tree.” I don’t

remember what the poor thing was, a sapling of

some kind, definitely not coniferous. We stuck it

upright in a sand-filled bucket and the next

morning it was totally, depressingly wilted.

Nonetheless, there was an exchange of gifts; again,

I don’t remember what I got, but do remember

that Tasa gave Mom a pair of nylon stockings,

which was considered a princely gift. We didn’t

have much time to celebrate because Mother and I

were to board ship that morning, leaving

Honolulu for the mainland as part of a convoy.

The ship we sailed on had been converted

from a liner to a troop transport, with extra

berths welded in, leaving about 18 to 20 inches

of vertical space between them. Soon after we

left port, we learned that Japanese submarines

had been reported in the waters we were to sail

continued on page 10
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A Different Childhood
continued from page 9

and that there would be no practice lifeboat

drills; any alarm sounded was the real thing. 

Mother was terrified that I might become

separated from her in the panic that resulted

every time an alarm rang. Her solution was to

keep me tied to her. I objected to this

arrangement until one night I was knocked

down and immobilized by the crowd against a

bulkhead in a stairwell with legs flashing by my

eyes as passengers stampeded up to the deck.

After that experience I agreed to be tethered to

Mother by my wrist much of the time.

Snap Shot Memory #5

Life on the ship was unpleasant. Our lifejackets

were of the rigid cork slab design, very

uncomfortable, especially for a child. Also, we

were cold most of the time, having boarded in

our Hawaiian attire and with no access to

warmer clothing in our luggage.

When we arrived in San Francisco my

godmother met the ship, and we stayed in her

apartment while Mother looked for work.

Eventually, she landed a well-paying job in a

shipyard, helping build Liberty Ships. She

became a welder and lugged her equipment aloft

climbing tall cranes that some male workers

were afraid to tackle. Unfortunately, because it

was shift work, and she had to live close to the

shipyard across the Bay, I couldn’t stay with her,

but was placed with a Russian family who had a

daughter near my age, with whom I attended

third grade at a local school.

Although the family was perfectly kind to

me, I was miserably unhappy with this

arrangement and was secretly relieved when the

husband’s sudden death released me. Mother

quit her shipyard job, retrieved me, and once

again we lived with my godmother. Mother

found other work and I attended school, first

public schools, until Mother became concerned

about the lack of homework. 

So, despite being financially strapped,

Mother enrolled me in a nearby Catholic

parochial school. I, of course, wailed that the

nuns were mean and would beat me, but off I

trudged to fourth grade and kind, patient Sister

Austin, who taught me to love the English

language. Sacred Heart was good for me: I

thrived academically, made friends, became a

Girl Scout, took Russian and piano lessons after

school, and learned to play on city sidewalks

and the naughty fun of ringing people’s

doorbells and running. 

Around this time, perhaps at 7 or 8 years old,

my interest in matters scientific manifested itself

and I yearned for a Gilbert chemistry set. I don’t

know from where this lust originated since we

certainly hadn’t gone anywhere near the subject in
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school, but I suspect it may have been the cute

little wooden boxes that contained the chemicals.

Also, here was a toy you could do something with,

other than mindlessly rocking a doll to sleep.

When I breathlessly discovered this object of

desire actually in my possession on Christmas

Eve, I plunged into the manual describing the

wonderful experiments one could perform. In my

excitement, I approached the table at which the

adults were relaxing after our holiday feast and

exclaimed, “Mama!” interrupting their endless

talk about rationing and the war. “Mama, you’ll

be so glad you gave me this set! It tells here how

to change water into sherry!” My vision of

producing bottles of sherry for my grateful

mother and godmother was demolished by

condescending adult laughter, which humiliated

me and served to nourish my nascent skepticism.

When Mom and I finally arrived in San

Francisco from Honolulu we knew that Hong

Kong had been attacked the same time as Pearl

Harbor and had surrendered on Christmas Day

1941, the very same date we sailed from

Honolulu. However, we had no word about my

father’s fate until December of 1942, when a

letter from the British government notified

Mother that he had survived the fighting and was

a prisoner of war of the Japanese in Hong Kong. 

The POW camps there were liberated in

August of 1945, and he joined us in San

Francisco. This was a highly emotional moment

for my parents, but to me he was a stranger, as I

was to him. Most of the six years since I had

last seen my father had been spent with women,

so I didn’t know much about men, and he

certainly hadn’t had much time to learn about

11-year-old girls. 

In her wisdom, Mother arranged to send

Dad and me into the wilds of California with a

tent, for a month’s camping trip, hoping thereby

to introduce us to each other; but it didn’t

work. Tolerance was the closest relationship we

ever achieved. Dad returned to employment in

Hong Kong in 1946, and Mother and I

followed a year later.

My wartime, unconventional childhood left

its marks on me, some good, others, less so.

Basically, a loner, I am slow to make friends. I

have never liked crowds and boisterous

celebrations; nor have I ever ridden a bicycle or

had roller skates. On the other hand, I’m pretty

adaptable and independent. I feel comfortable

around people with different cultural

backgrounds, and I enjoy international cuisines.

But the most enduring mark of all is that I

really dislike traveling and have been very

happy to stay put in my adopted hometown,

here in central Virginia, since 1973!
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Ruth Mitchell Garbee’s two years in the United

States Army Nurse Corps. 

Betty grew up on a farm in Kaufman County,

a part of the Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, Texas

Metropolitan Statistical Area. Like many

families, life for the Mitchell family during the

Great Depression (1929-1933) was not easy.

When Betty graduated from Kemp High School

in May 1940, she wanted to continue her

W’ith a smile on her face and pointing

to a three-ring notebook displayed on

a five-shelf bookcase, Betty Garbee started our

conversation with “I always felt like everything

was up in the air.” The notebook titled Betty’s

Nursing Days and World War II holds pictures,

documents and newspaper articles carefully

preserved in plastic holders. Together, they tell a

clear and certain story of First Lieutenant Betty

First Lieutenant Betty R. Mitchell N-779 441
Army Nurse Corps, 1944-1946

by Nancy K. Young

First Lieutenant Betty R. Mitchell proudly serves her
country during World War II.
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continued on page 14

education, but could not afford college. 

As she thought about “what next?” she

remembered that shortly after entering high

school she had visited a hospitalized aunt and

was intrigued by everything—the nurses in their

sharply ironed uniforms, the doctors seeing

patients, and the smell and appearance of

cleanliness. Seizing on the possibility of

becoming a nurse, Betty solicited the assistance

of her older sister, Genevieve, who lived and

worked in Dallas. 

Betty moved to Dallas, temporarily living

with Genevieve. Profiting from her sister’s

knowledge and guidance, Betty mastered the

Dallas’ streetcar system and visited four

hospitals that offered Registered Nurse training.

She easily identified Parkland Memorial

Hospital* as her first choice, but in the final

interview learned that her high school transcript

lacked a basic requirement—one year of a high

school science course. 

There must have been something about Betty

that caused the head nurse to search for a way

to admit her, because eventually everyone agreed

that Betty’s one year of homemaking met the

science requirement. Relieved and happy, she

enrolled in Parkland’s three-year nursing

program and in 1943 received a Registered

Nurse (RN) diploma and a guaranteed ticket for

joining the Army Nurse Corps, if she so chose;

and she did. However, that did not occur

immediately, and in the interim (1943-1944) she

provided nursing care to patients in the

psychiatric ward of Beverly Hills Sanitarium,

Dallas, Texas. 

On December 7, 1941, the day of the

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the Army

Nurse Corps had fewer than 1,000 nurses on its

rolls. Six months later, the number had risen to

12,000, and by March 15, 1944, when Betty

reported to Brooke General Hospital at Fort

Sam Houston, Texas, she was one of 27,330

newly inducted Army Nurse Corps nurses,

coming from 15 training centers. 

Betty, like most of the inductees, had very

little, if any, knowledge about Army life. She

spent her first nine months in training that

focused on life in the Army, nursing in general,

nursing in Army facilities and anesthesiology. In

addition to the training subject matter, she

learned how to be flexible and how to adjust to

sudden orders to pack and handle a transfer

from one base to another, and yet another, and

yet another. 

After her one month of basic training at Fort

Sam Houston, Betty was assigned to Camp

Livingston near Alexandria, Louisiana. Here at
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First Lieutenant Betty R. Mitchell N-779 441
continued from page 13

the base’s State Hospital, instruction for Betty

was on the specifics of nursing in the Army

Nurse Corps. But Betty wanted more. 

While at Parkland Memorial, she had been

intrigued by the work of nurse anesthetists, a

profession dating back to the Civil War and the

primary provider of this care in combat zones

since World War I. In July 1944, Betty was offered

the opportunity to move to LaGarde Hospital in

New Orleans to study anesthesiology; she quickly

accepted. Six months later Betty held a certificate

as a Nurse Anesthetist and moved yet again, this

time to Camp Makey near Paris, Texas.

All was not work for Betty. Shortly after

arriving at Camp Makey, a friend suggested that

she join her for a blind date with two soldiers

also stationed there. Betty accepted the offer,

and the two agreed that when the men arrived,

they would approach them so as to stand

according to height to make sure they were

shorter than their dates. 

When questioned, Betty says little about the

romance that developed that evening between

her and Walter (Walt) Garbee, a handsome

young man from Lynchburg, Virginia, the one

that she quickly stood by. He did ask her for a

date the next night and over the following

months, while both remained at Camp Makey,

they saw each other frequently. 

Betty remained at Camp Makey until April

1945, when she was transferred to Camp Beale,

Marysville, California, to prepare for an

overseas assignment. From there she went to

Brooklyn Army Base, Brooklyn, New York, (the

departure point for 3.5 million soldiers during

WWII). On June 16, 1945, Betty boarded the

USA Hospital Ship, St. Olaf. 

For the next month and half, a bunk bed in

tight quarters was home for Betty as the USAHS

St. Olaf made its way down the East Coast of

the United States and through the Panama

Canal, where Betty had a one-day leave to

explore Panama City. She and the others on

board celebrated the 4th of July somewhere in

the Pacific Ocean followed by crossing the

International Dateline on July 17. 

Between these memory-setting moments,

Betty read, played bridge, attended movies and

sunbathed on the sun deck during designated

hours. Life on ship held some restrictions for

nurses: not allowed in certain areas of the ship

and ABSOLUTELY forbidden to engage in any

form of fraternization with permanent ship

personnel. She did belong to the “Ancient Order

of The Deep” having been initiated as A

TRUSTY SHELLBACK. The St. Olaf finally
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arrived in Saipan on July 31, 1945. Six days

later, the United States dropped an atomic bomb

on nearby Hiroshima, Japan. 

From her arrival in Saipan until departure

back to the United States, Betty assisted in the

operating room administering anesthetics under

the direction of the physician, as well as

monitoring the condition and reaction, if any, to

the anesthesia during the operation. She also

accompanied patients to their wards and

observed them until they regained

consciousness. She enjoyed her work, but most

of all found it to be very rewarding. The St.

Olaf was not always in Saipan; it traveled to

ports in Indonesia and the Philippines, as well

as Tokyo and Shanghai, thus expanding Betty’s

experience in the Pacific Theater.

Betty and the St. Olaf remained in the

Asiatic Pacific until February 10, 1946, arriving

back in the United States 12 days later. She was

placed on leave until April 15 when she

reported to the Separation Center at Fort Sam

Houston to receive an honorable discharge. 

While on leave, Betty lived in Dallas and

slowly made her way back into civilian life. She

worked at Parkland Memorial Hospital,*

visited with family and friends and planned her

wedding. She and that handsome young man

from Lynchburg, now also a civilian, married in

May 1946, in First Baptist Church in Dallas.

They immediately made their way across the

United States to settle first in Blacksburg,

Virginia, for Walt to complete his college degree

at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, and then to

Lynchburg, their permanent residency.

When asked, “Why did you join the Army

Nurse Corps?” Betty, with no hesitation,

answered “Patriotism; it was the right thing to

do.” A greeting card sent to Betty from Mother,

Dad, Barbara, Ginger & Dimples reads:

True to our Country’s stirring call,

Serving the Flag we love,

You are an Angel of Mercy

Sent to us from above;

That’s why we now salute you—

A Nurse in the Medical Corps.

Thank you, First Lieutenant Betty R.

Mitchell for your service.

* The hospital where President John F. 

Kennedy died.
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Carolina, and I entered a coeducational

boarding school outside Philadelphia. 

How well I remember hearing the news of

the attack on Pearl Harbor. It was a Sunday

evening, December 7, 1941. I was with a small

group having dinner at the Headmaster’s home

when we received word to turn on the radio.

The surprise attack on Hawaii stunned us all.

The impact felt upon the country was

enormous. Our history teacher’s lectures made a

point of keeping us informed as events

developed. We learned how suddenly our

In my early teens, I was living in New

Jersey and was aware of the grave

concerns my parents and grandparents shared

about events in Europe. With their close ties to

Switzerland, it was understandable. The year

was 1938, and Germany’s Weimar Republic had

collapsed, and Hitler was leading Nazis

Germany into Austria. My father’s heart attack

at that time required a year of bed rest, which

significantly altered our family life. Ultimately,

my father made a career change from a

practicing trial lawyer to law professor in North

An Adolescence Spanning WWII
by Betty Lewis
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country’s entry into World War II was

significantly affecting all aspects of life in the

United States.

To meet military supply demands,

manufacturing facilities overnight were

converted to items needed for the war.

Precedence went from automobile production to

that of jeeps, tanks, trucks and ships. Fuel and

food were rationed. Family life everywhere was

altered as men from all walks of life were

drafted, and women replaced them on factory

assembly lines. Women also volunteered to serve

in the Army and Navy.

Our school devised a “work program” in

which students were organized into shifts for

assistance in the dining room, as the draft

affected loss of staff. It gave us all a feeling of

making a contribution to the war effort. During

1942, the administration welcomed two

refugees to our student body. The difference in

circumstances between our lives and those of

the Japanese girl and German girl was vast.

Learning about the experiences of Japanese

families in the United States and the jeopardy

under which Jewish German residents were

living gave us all a sense of compassion. Both

the faculty and student body wanted to have

them feel welcomed and a part of us. 

For me, the restrictions on travel were my

small “sacrifice” toward the war. Troop

movements took priority with transportation

facilities. That meant school breaks would be

spent with classmates living nearby. Travel

home was only possible for Christmas and

summer vacations. I felt badly my parents were

never able to visit. At graduation I was grateful

my grandmother and her sister in New Jersey

were near enough to be there.

The draft impacted our family as well as

others. After several moves in response to the

attrition of law school students responding to

the draft, my father became associated with the

Office of Price Administration in Washington.

At the time of my graduation, my family was

living in Raleigh, North Carolina, where my

father was serving as the OPA director of

rationing for the state.

After graduation I had long planned to

enroll in Cornell University’s home economics

division to become a dietician. North Carolina’s

universities at that time had regulations

permitting men to enroll for four years and

women, only for their last two years. A number

of junior colleges had developed to

accommodate women’s enrollment for the first

two years. Having been away for the past few

continued on page 18
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An Adolescence Spanning WWII
continued from page 17

years, I felt fortunate that St. Mary’s Jr. College

was in close proximity to my home. I enrolled

there with the idea of transferring to Cornell to

complete my degree.

World War II’s devastation and loss of life

were continuing while I was at St. Mary’s. The

consensus of the family was I should delay my

Cornell plans and make a “contribution to the

war.” Since I was born in Boston while my

father was at Harvard Law School, I decided to

return to that city. I’d learned about a school

that trained administrative assistants and knew

that was where I wanted to enroll.

While in school in Boston, the D-Day

landing at Normandy occurred. The success of

that courageous event ultimately led to the

liberation of the French people. The following

year (June 6, 1945) brought V-E day and the

ending of the war in Europe. It was the

dropping of the atomic bomb in Japan that

resulted in the Japanese surrender (August 14,

1945) and V-J Day. World War II had finally

come to an end. It was incredibly thrilling for

me to feel the excitement of being in the midst

of a metropolitan city at such a time. The

explosive rapture of victory defies description.

In the celebrations that followed, a highlight

for me was the parade that brought General

Eisenhower to Boston. I was standing where I

easily saw him as his car passed by. The ecstasy

of the crowds conveyed an awareness that it

was his successes that had made it possible for

the war in Europe to be over!

Reflecting upon World War II, I think about

the catastrophic destruction and loss of life in

both Europe and Japan. The tragic loss of life

on both fronts affected thousands of families

here in the States. A Silver Star in the window

of a home indicated a member was in the

service. I remember a close neighbor who had

four stars in their window. A Gold Star signaled

the loss of someone. All Americans knew the

poignant language of the stars.

Although rationing affected the lives of all

of us in the States, I feel a sense of temerity in

expressing how the war affected my

adolescence. World War II certainly touched my

life then as well as that of my family.

Nevertheless, it does confirm awareness of the

vast differences the impact of war had upon

Americans here at home. No comparison could

be made with that of those overseas.
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G as rationing in the United States started

on May 15, 1942. Everyone in

Madisonville, Virginia, a small community in

Charlotte County, was taking their cars and

trucks to fill up with gas the day before; the

pumps would close at 5 p.m The men gave

Mother and Aunt Ruby the job to get in line

with their vehicles at Madisonville and fill up

before the rationing started. There was a long

line; everyone waiting their turn at the gas tank.

The line moved slowly, and it was close to

5 p.m. when Aunt Ruby drove up to the tank.

Hurry, hurry! We need to fill up before five

o’clock! Her gas tank filled, Aunt Ruby pulled

away for the next person. The tank hose caught

on her bumper and, just that fast, the hose

pulled clean off the tank. There was a big

commotion, Hey! Hey! But everyone there was

now going to have to buy gas under the

rationing system. And that was the way it was

on the home front at 5 o’clock in 1942.

May 15, 1942 – On the Home Front
by C. L. Carwile

During the years of gas rationing, cars frequently waited in line to fill-up.
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W hat would an 8-year -old child know

of the poignant and hauntingly

beautiful songs of World War II? Not much,

especially if the child’s usual habitat was a quiet

residential area of Richmond, Virginia, in a home

where children’s radio was listened to primarily

on the Saturday morning broadcasts of serial

programs such as “The Lone Ranger,” “Hop

Harrington, Ace of the Airways” and “The Inner

Sanctum” (interspersed with Nancy Drew

Mystery stories). The adults, of course, preferred

evening programs such as “The Jack Benny

Show” or “Amos ‘n’ Andy” as well as news

broadcasts. However, that was about to change

for a brief period in the summer of 1943. 

I had just turned age 7 in 1941, when on a

December morning in church, a man walked up

to the altar and spoke quietly to the minister. I

have no memory of what followed other than the

thunderous silence and the quick exodus from the

church. It was an eerie scene that would be

repeated on another Sunday afternoon when my

older cousin, Tommy, sat at our dinner table in a

uniform, and the silence was deafening.

Our family had lived in Washington, D.C.,

where our dad was employed by American

Locomotive Company in the sale of diesel

engines. After our mother died in 1939, Dad

had sent me, my sister, Shirley, and our infant

brother to live with Mother’s family in

Richmond while he stayed in Washington to

work. He was able to visit us on weekends and

holidays. During the war he was transferred to

Cincinnati, an embarkation point for troops and

equipment being shipped to Europe, and as a

result, he could no longer visit us in Richmond. 

Thus, Shirley and I went to visit him in

Cincinnati in the summer of 1943 (our little

brother was still too young to travel). My first

memory of that trip was the train journey itself. It

was rather staggering to board a train that was

packed like sardines by men who all looked alike

and wore identical clothes. The standing-room

only dilemma resolved itself quickly. A space was

found for the suitcase that gave Dad a place where

he could sit. Shirley and I were immediately

enveloped in a revolving series of friendly laps that

offered gum, little candies and lots of pats on the

head. Of course it was years before I understood

the sadness and – how else can I say it – the

gentleness of those men, so many who were just

leaving their own children to go to war.

Home that summer was a suite of rooms in

the Gibson Hotel, the famous and gracious old

grande dame of Cincinnati’s finest hotels, which

was demolished in the 70s to make room for a

high-rise. Directly across the street was a plaza

with an enormous stature with cascading

“Gonna Take a Sentimental Journey…” “We’ll Meet Again…”
“I’ll Be Seeing You in All the Old Familiar Places…”

by Fran Sutherland
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continued on page 22

fountains. Shirley and I never failed to visit that

plaza every day in the comings and goings of

our activities.

Looking back, it is astonishing to realize

that two little girls, ages 10 and 8, had the

freedom to walk the downtown streets of

Cincinnati, go to restaurants, our Dad’s office

and generally entertain ourselves independently.

However, we were not quite as independent as

we thought. I’m sure that the hotel staff kept an

eye on us; and, then, there was Dorothy Collins.

Dorothy was a friend of Dad’s, who arrived at

mysterious times to take us swimming at Coney

Island (“of the West”), to museums or to the

movies. She was young, pretty and wore her

long hair in a pompadour just like the famous

Dorothy Collins of the Hit Parade  – we were

suitably impressed. We were particularly

astonished to discover that she could draw a

perfectly straight line of black pencil up the

backs of her legs to simulate the silk hosiery

that was no longer available to women during

the war. I don’t think that we saw Dorothy

every day, but she appeared frequently enough

that we became quite attached to her. 

Dad had to work on Saturdays, but Sundays

were usually spent at Coney Island Cincinnati

where Dad tried to teach me to swim

(unsuccessfully, I might add), and Shirley and I

endlessly rode the roller coaster and the ferris

wheel. 

Evenings were always with Dad. As there

were no cooking facilities in our suite, we ate

dinners either in the hotel dining room or local

restaurants. Because his work was with the

military, many of those evenings were shared

business dinners. Today, I know that they were

with officers because my abiding memories are

those of large round tables peopled with men in

uniform with vast and dazzling arrays of

ribbons displayed across their chests. 

Today, it occurs to me that this vision of a

man with his two motherless children hanging

on to his coattails was not an altogether bad

business situation. One such evening was a trip

across the Ohio River to what must have been a

dinner club of some sort. My memory is that of

a row of dancing legs going back and forth

across a stage, which I suppose was about my

eye level. Certainly not a normal adventure for

a kid – but, hey, it was war time.

So, the summer of 1943 was a public one

for my sister and me. Wherever we went and

whatever we did, we were surrounded by the

sounds of public life, and the most memorable

sounds were those of the popular love songs of

the day. At the time I didn’t understand those
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“Gonna Take a Sentimental Journey…”
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lyrics, nor what they meant. However, the

poignancy, sadness and yearning must have

seeped into my mind and heart in such a way

that whenever I hear the music of those days, I

am still stopped with a catch in my throat and

tears in my eyes.

And, our Dorothy of the Hit Parade

association – what became of her? Shirley and I

returned to Virginia at the end of the summer

and started a new school year. My birthday was

in November, and I received a box from her

filled with little gifts and a book about horses.

Alas, she disappeared from that point forward.

Years later as an adult, an aunt mentioned to

me that Dad had loved and wanted to marry

her; however, she was young and her family

strongly opposed the relationship. Dad never

remarried. By the time I was old enough to ask

the important questions, it was too late. Again,

the echo of silence. 

A strong remembrance of World War II

stems from when I was about 4 years

old. Whenever I visited my grandparents in

Orlean, Virginia, I was fascinated by a photograph

of a sailor they keep in their parlor; a Purple Heart

medal hung from the frame. When I asked my

grandma who he was she told me he was my

Uncle Warren, killed in the war, and said no

more. As a young child I didn’t comprehend

much of this. 

I recently did a web search and discovered

Uncle Warren served as a ship’s cook on board

the Hugh L Scott, which was torpedoed while

anchored off Madagascar in October 1942.

Half of the crew was lost, and my uncle’s body

was never recovered. I knew that my dad had

contacted some of the survivors to get more

information, but to no avail. 

When World War II began in Europe, Naval

Station Norfolk, in Norfolk, Virginia,

established in 1915, and quiet since WWI, soon

became the U.S. East Coast hot bed of WWII

activities. The area encompassed this country’s

main air and sea activities of the war and

boasted a major shipyard, all creating a need for

workers. 

My dad, with a category 1-H in the draft,

worked as a claims adjuster for Farm Bureau

Insurance Company and was transferred from

Growing Up in a Nation at War
by Dick Hiner

continued on page 23
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Staunton, Virginia, to Norfolk shortly after the

attack on Pearl Harbor. I was now 5 years old.

My dad was in his thirties, had a wife and

another child younger than me, and was the

sole provider. He still could have been drafted

but was further down on the list. 

The influx of new residents arriving in

Norfolk to support the war effort created a

need for housing, solved by contractors quickly

building small bungalows in new

neighborhoods. My parents purchased one on

Fishermans Road, unpaved and located a few

miles south of Ocean View. 

We arrived in Norfolk late one night and to

reach our bungalow we had to walk about half

a mile in a drizzle of rain. I was shocked by the

unbelievably dark neighborhood – no

streetlights or lights streaming from windows of

homes. I later learned that residents were

ordered to draw curtains over windows in the

event of an air raid as light might help target

populated areas. Also, my dad had to cover the

top half of the car’s headlights with masking

tape to prevent lights from shining upward. 

War-related activities fascinated me.

Norfolk, as a valuable war asset, was a prime

target for German attack, both from the sea and

air. Throughout most of each day I heard

overhead the drone of fighter aircrafts. Pilots

were training and also seeking evidence of

German U-Boats probing the barrier net

surrounding the harbor. At night, sirens

frequently warned of a possible air raid. With

no shelters to go to, we sat in our dark house

listening to the radio, when it was available.

Often stations went silent because the enemy

could use the signal to track a course to

Norfolk for an attack. Peeking through a

cracked blackout shade I could see search lights

scanning the sky looking for enemy aircraft. 

I recall many things that created changes to

daily life: ration books full of stamps for food and

whenever you fueled your car you had to provide

a stamp. If you ran out of stamps, you didn’t

drive or tried to borrow from someone else. Also,

everyone was encouraged to be patriotic and buy

War Bonds to help finance the war. 

Many dentists and doctors had been drafted,

so getting an appointment with either was

difficult. My mother needed a dentist appointment

and finally got one, but inconveniently it was the

same day as my beginning day in the first grade at

Bay View Elementary School. She dropped me off

and told me to go in and ask someone where the

first-grade class met. When I entered the school, I

saw a room full of kids that looked close to my

age, so I sat down. Problem was, I had made

myself at home in a third-grade classroom. My

grandfather had given me a McGuffey Reader that

Growing Up in a Nation at War
continued from page 22

continued on page 24
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I had absorbed, so I did pretty well with the third

graders, for a while. After her appointment,

Mom came looking for me in the first grade and

eventually found and sent me downstairs to the

classroom where they said I belonged. 

I recall my dad being highly troubled

returning home one day after work. He had

learned that a three-man Nazi submarine had

been found the night before beached near

Ocean View. No one was aboard, but a search

revealed several movie ticket stubs from a

Norfolk theatre. It seemed these German sailors

could enjoy American life and blend in well

with the locals. This knowledge caused

considerable panic among the populace. 

Especially easy to remember is V-E Day.

Mom and Dad were very excited that the war in

Europe was over and things in Norfolk would

slowly return to normal. Large celebrations

were held, and my parents secured a babysitter

for me and by younger brother and took off

downtown. They returned about 4 a.m. 

While preparing this article, I began thinking

about the young people in Germany, Japan and

other countries with whom we were at war and

the horrific experiences they must have endured.

I was stationed in Japan for four years in the

late 1960s and became good friends with a

number of Japanese co-workers. 

One older friend, with whom I worked, had

at age 17 been a Kamikaze recruit. Because of a

shortage of aircraft and instructors his flight

training was a chair and a broom stick. He told

me that he was given 30 days of leave prior to

his mission and that the atomic bombing of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki occurred while he was

still on leave. 

He believed that millions of Japanese and

Americans would have died had the Japanese

not surrendered and if the allies had invaded the

Japanese homeland. He also maintained that

America’s decision to retain the Emperor and

not execute or imprison him was the key to the

acceptance by the Japanese people of the peace

treaty. After the war, the Japanese people rushed

to rebuild their country and its economy in

record time. 

For five years I have volunteered as a guide

at the D-Day Memorial in Bedford. Many of

our guests are veterans, as are most of my

fellow guides. Occasionally, I have the

opportunity to greet a WWII veteran and that is

a very special event for me. I always learn

something else about bravery and sacrifice.
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Trust in the Dark
by Gregory T. Haugan Sr.

I t was dark out, very, very dark. I think it

must have been cloudy because there was

just a dim amount of light coming from the sky.

There was no moon. I had been out camping with

my brother and parents the previous summer and

don’t remember it having ever been this dark,

even in a campground, at night. 

The streetlights were out of course, which in

itself was weird; and no light came from any of

the buildings along either side of Oakenwald

Avenue. We lived in a three-floor building with

about 36 apartments and all were blacked-out. I

had a flashlight but wasn’t allowed to use it and

had been told to leave it at home. The Air Raid

Warden had a flashlight, a special military one

that had a filter that provided a dim red light. I

guess, so you could read a map. 

I could see the dark outlines of buildings

against the cloudy sky, and the cars parked at

the curb, and the streetlight posts when I got

too close to them. It had taken a few minutes

from leaving our home for my eyes to adjust.

Out for my first air raid drill, I was excited to

participate. I even had a yellow band around my

arm to identify myself as a “runner.” My job

was to carry messages from one Air Raid

Warden to another or, to the control center. 

I was 11 years old. World War II had started

a year and a half earlier. I had signed up to be a

runner at school; they wanted two or three kids

for each voting precinct. We lived in Precinct 21

in the 4th Ward of Chicago. They had organized

the Air Raid Wardens around the Ward/Precinct

system, which made sense because we all were

familiar with it. 

We worried about being bombed. In

retrospect it seemed like science fiction. No way

could any aircraft reach Chicago from Japan or

Germany. The longest range bombers could not

make it across the Atlantic from Germany, much

less all the way to Chicago. Later, toward the

end of the war, when I was older, we talked

about it and the lack of a real threat, same for

the V-1 and V-2 missiles that bombarded

Britain. America had been sheltered from any

damage during the world wars by virtue of the

ocean barriers. 

Another sidebar for the young readers. Why

a runner in a city with two million people?

Answer: We didn’t have cell phones, or iPads or

any wireless communication devices. That was

Buck Rogers technology. Not all households

even had wired technology, a device called a

“telephone.” We did not have one; we could not

afford it. We used one out in the hall that we

shared with our neighbors – one of the new dial

phones. We put coins in it and dialed the

number, no push buttons. That was the best we

could do. That is why runners were needed. 

continued on page 26
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I did not know the Warden with whom I

was assigned to work. He didn’t have any kids

or I would have known him. My job was to

wait at a specific point, while he made his

rounds. If he needed me, he would blow his

whistle and I would run to him to get the

message he wanted delivered. During blackouts,

cars were not allowed on the streets so we could

run on them. Obstacles such as uneven

payment, utility covers and toys made for tough

running on the sidewalks.

The job of the Warden was to make sure no

light showed from any windows, or any source.

This was important so that enemy bombers

could not see where Chicago was or get any

reference points if another place, like the steel

mills in Gary, were the target. 

My first message, from the Warden to his

senior at the Control Center, was given to me

shortly after the blackout started. A folded piece

of paper. My partner was Don Kirk, one of my

closer friends. We were running to the

Command Center, about a quarter mile down

Oakenwald, two blocks, when we saw a

building we could duck into and see what was

in the message. We quickly went in and checked

it with Don’s flashlight. I don’t remember how

Don had a flashlight or exactly the message, but

it was mundane like “all is ok here.” We were

disappointed and continued on our way and

made the delivery. There was no return message

other than to tell our Warden that the message

was received. 

When we returned, he was obviously upset, as

was another Warden who had joined him.

Someone had seen us duck into the building, and

my Warden asked us if we had read the message. I

considered lying but figured that wouldn’t work so

told him we had. Then he launched into us about

importance of being reliable, our violating security,

acting irresponsible, damaging the war effort,

violating his trust in us, and more. I still remember

the dressing down. We weren’t fired, but to say we

felt chastised was an understatement. We never

looked at another message. I don’t think Don or I

ever mentioned the incident to anyone, ever. We

sure didn’t tell our parents. 

Per the Dictionary:

Trust 1) a: assured reliance on the character,

ability, strength, or truth of someone or

something 

b: one in which confidence is placed
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Liberation
by John Pelissier

A fter the 1940 armistice, which

marked the end of the first phase of

World War II, the southern half of France,

although under “indirect” occupation under the

puppet Vichy regime, remained free from

occupation by Hitler’s forces. That ended in

1944, when in the middle of the night the

German army moved into the “free” zone. 

I was a boarding student in a secondary

school in Toulon where the French Navy had its

Mediterranean base. The whole dormitory was

awakened by a long series of loud explosions as

the Navy ships were being scuttled by their

crews. In the morning for the first time we saw

the streets filled with German military vehicles,

and the Germans occupying some public

buildings, along with hotels for housing. But the

occupiers and the occupied had separate lives,

with practically no interaction.

With the whole country under German rule,

the French military ceased to exist. Men of

military age (including my brother, Francis)

were sent to Germany to work in factories.

Choice French food and wines were shipped to

Germany in exchange for foul tasting rutabaga.

We had severe food rationing, and we went

hungry. The French resistance, still in operation,

stayed carefully underground, and only a

minority of the French population were known

as “collaborators.”

continued on page 28
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Liberation began with the landing in

Normandy on D-Day in June 1944. The

invaders were now on the defensive, and we

followed the exciting news by listening to the

forbidden BBC radio news. The Allied forces

landed on the French Riviera in August. Our

family house in Brignoles faced the main

highway linking Paris to the Riviera, so we

experienced intensive traffic of German military

vehicles.

But overhead the Allied forces had full

control of the sky. How wonderful to see

Spitfires materialize and suddenly dive and open

machine gun fire on the highway to the west of

town. We were delighted. As a young lad, I did

a foolish thing. Standing on the sidewalk, I

looked up toward the sky as German vehicles

moved slowly by, and I could see a German

soldier looking up with fear. Occasionally when

strafing lasted a day or two, we didn’t dare

venture on the highway.

On August 15, I went to work in our

vineyard a mile or two from the house. Later as

I was about to leave for lunch, a squadron of

American airplanes came from the east and I

heard a whistle followed by loud explosions.

Another squadron came and produced another

set of whistling, then, explosions in the town. I

crossed myself. I would soon find out that the

sign of the cross coincided with the death of my

mother, for as I was walking home, I met my

brother Marcel who told me “mom is under.”

I found the house not too badly damaged

and my dead mother lying on a bed. A bomb

crater occupied much of the garden in the back,

and a pot of cabbage was still simmering in the

kitchen. There was no time for my father to

mourn; he had eight of his 10 children at home

to be responsible for. He told my sister, Sylvette,

just 10-years old: “You are now the mother.”

We continued to hear muted rumblings of

bombers overhead, which caused concern, if not

panic. “You go to Le Val and see Uncle

Eugene,” our father declared. “I am going to

stay here for the funeral and then I’ll join you.”

Le Val is a small village a few miles north of

Brignoles. Our Uncle Eugene, a prosperous

building contractor, owned several vineyards

and other real estate.

Before leaving I went to the bedroom where

our mother lay on a bed. There was some blood

by her mouth, but no other sign of injury. I had

in my pocket a beautiful crucifix, a gift from

my godfather when I was baptized two years

earlier. I left it hidden on her body. My parents

had turned against the church several years
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before I was born. I felt that the crucifix would

help our mother get to heaven; she had been the

devoted mother of 10 children, and there had

been no trace of ungodly behavior.

It took several hours to reach our uncle’s

farmhouse, but I cannot recall the details of the

trip. Did I walk with some of my brothers or

sisters? Did I go by myself? I cannot tell. From

the country road a couple of miles west of Le

Val, we went up through a sloping vineyard to

the two-story stone farmhouse. How many of us

ended up there? I cannot recall, except for my

maternal grandmother and my cousin, Suzanne.

The details of sleeping, cooking and eating

escape me totally. What I remember well is the

sound of the battle that started across the hill in

Brignoles – loud explosions, machine gun fire. It

lasted a couple of days, mostly during daylight

hours. Then it quieted down. Liberation must

have come. What a relief!

But full liberation hadn’t come yet. We saw a

military vehicle approaching on the road down

below the house. My brothers and I ran down

the vineyard to welcome the Americans with

loud acclamations. Our excited shouts of

welcome were brutally cut short. It was still a

German vehicle.

We promptly stopped running and yelling

and quietly turned back.

Would they shoot us? We retreated in fear

and silence.

Eventually, we could return home. Would the

house still be standing? As we reached the town,

we walked by a group of five or six dead bodies

of American soldiers lying lined up on the

sidewalk. They had died so that we could go

back home in freedom! I am moved to tears as I

write this account 75 years after the event.

The house was still there and livable,

continued on page 30
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Liberation
continued from page 29

although the violent wind from the bomb

explosions had damaged doors and windows

and some of the inside walls. What a relief to

have the resentful Germans replaced by friendly

GIs, most of them my age. How wonderful to

taste GI rations, with Spam appreciated as a

delicacy. Convoys filled the highway in front of

the house. Our father set up a wine casket of

five or six gallons on the sidewalk for the

soldiers to enjoy. The wine was promptly

guzzled down. 

A few days later my brother Raphael and I

were working in our vegetable garden by the

highway a hundred yards from the house.

Trucks loaded with German prisoners went by.

We picked ripe tomatoes and hit the prisoners,

releasing some resentment from the occupation.

But a guard on one of the trucks aimed his rifle

in our direction. We had to stop.

It was wonderful to feel the weight of the

German occupation gone.

Collaborators had a rough time – being sent

to prison – and some summarily executed by

resistance fighters. Women who had opened

their legs to the occupiers were paraded with

their heads shaved. We were liberated, but the

life of hardship went on for a few years. We still

remained hungry. With roads damaged and

bridges destroyed, traveling was a nightmare.

Slowly and painfully the Allies freed the

whole of France of the German occupation. On

June 24, 1945, the Germans finally gave up to

an explosion of rejoicing. But my rejoicing was

subdued. The liberation had cost the life of my

mother. Liberation had come with a heavy

price.

An American bomb had killed my mother,

yet American soldiers had given their lives to

liberate my home. For our family, the impact of

World War II is that the 12 of us were never

once together. Before the war, there were 11 of

us with my youngest sister, Magali, not yet

born. When she was born, my brother, Francis,

had been sent to Austria by our puppet

government to work in a factory that operated

for Hitler’s war machine. At the time of our

liberation, our mother was killed by friendly

fire. When Francis returned home, she was

gone. We had been liberated from foreign

occupation.

Yet deep scars remained.
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